
BPA free Silicone 12*11cm stackable popsicle mold sets, with stick
and cover

There are three parts in this popsicle mold sets: 1.Main body(silicone) 2.Stick(PP plastic) 3.
Cover(silicone)
Popsicle pattern: Rectangle and Wave
Size: 12*11*2.5cm
Weight: Rectangle(134g) Wave(123g)
Features:
1.Eco-friendly
There is no poisonous or harmful wastes produced in neither raw silicone material nor procedure.
2.Easy to clean
Used silicone products will be clear up by rinsing in water, and it can be cleaned in the dishwasher.
3.Durable
Beacuse silicone chemicals are stable in chemical,compared with other materials,silicone products
have a longer life.
4.Soft to the touch
Due to the softness of silicone materials, cake mold products are soft to the tough, flexible,
nondeformed.
5.Colorful
We can meet demands of customers, by mixing customized colour
6.Heat resisting
Applicable temperature range -40 to 230°C,They can be used in microwave and ovens.
7.Cold resisting
Silicone rubber in -60 degrees to -70 degrees still have good flexibility.









Packaging and Shipping
 Product Name BPA free Silicone 12*11cm stackable popsicle mold sets,

with stick and cover
 Sample Available

 Sample Time
1) 1-3 working days for existing samples
2) 3-5 working days for custom samples, such as samples
with logo printing
3) Sample fee will refund when place large order

 Packaging
1) Inner package:Polybag, private label and card board
2) Outer package: in carton
3) Package can be customized

 Shipping Method
1) By Express: DHL,UPS,EMS and FedEx
2) By Sea or Air 
3) You can ship by your own shipping account or your own
forwarder. Also we can help to ship by our own forwarder



 Loading Port  Shenzhen port
 Lead Time  5-15 working days





We are original maufacturer of 100% food grade silicone&plastic products (FDA and LFGB
approved,BPA free) for over 6 years.We are Alibaba gold supplier with Trade Assurance. Houseware
& kitchenware are our major business direction. Manufacturing and disrtibuion of products in our
own factory , you will find the good silicone products with factory price.
Welcome to contact with us:
Shenzhen Benhaida Rubber&Plastic Products Co.,Ltd                           
Company Add: Fourth Floor,Huaying Bldg, Zhiwuyuan Rd, Nanlian, Longgang Dist., Shenzhen,
Guangdong Prov., China
Sales Manager: Tony Wu
Tel: 86-755-28485132
Mobile: 86-18576435417
Whatsapp:86-18576435417
E-mail: sales1@benhaida. com
Skype: bhdtony@outlook.com


